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Abs&ad Ae forward and reverse onde trapped charges. For other bias conditions,
characteristics of an N-channel device during the non-uniformity is mostly mused by
the saturation mode of operation are ued to variations in interface trap density. 'Me authors
determine the etent of damage non-uniformity that non-uni� y in radiation
along the channel. Ae non-uniformity at low damage may arise due to snificantly difterent
total dose exposures is caused by bulk oxide gate oxide properties near the junctions from the
trap. Al higher doses, non-uniformity are bulk of the channel. Mm have investigated
dominated by interface traps. The unmatched oxide trap non-inifformity using subthreshold
forward and reverse characteristics will be a characteristics as a fimction of forward and
major problem for memory circuitsfor advanced reverse modes of operation for a PMOS device
technologies. [4]. These methods fbr evaluating the undormity

of radiation-induced increases in traps require
cumbersome experimental and analysis

L INTRODUCTION techniques. Additionally, most other researchers
did not observe arrv differences between forward

The radiation induced increases in bulk oxide and reverse modes of operation in the saturation
traps and interface traps are not uniform across regime. Our experiments clearly show the
the channel The lateral non-uniforinity along variations in saturation current for forward and
the channel for interface traps and oxide traps reverse modes of operation. This allows for a
have shown strong dependence on applied bias simpler method to characterize the damage using
during irradiation and fabrication process transistor characteristics in the saturation region
parameters Such nonuniform effects are shown of operation.I impact transco
to significanth nductance. channel
resistance, and effective channel length, specially For most devices contained in a combinatorial
for sub-micron devices 1-2] The electric field logic circuit, the reverse mode of operation does
in the oxide near the drain junction and the not exist (if it does, it is for an extremely short
source junction are different in subthreshold and Ume duration) and as a result such unequal
linear rgions of operation. The difference in characteristics between forward and reverse
magnitude of electric field in the gate insulator modes of operation does not affect the circuit
above different regions of the channel affects the performance. However, for SRAM circuits, the
magnitude of radiation amage in the gate oxide pass transistors between the memory cell and the
[31 Tlus will yield non-uniform damage along bit lines change the mode of operation (direction
the channel resulting in unequal IDS-VGS of current) based on the data stored in the
characteristics for forward and reverse modes of memory cell. For such devices, the differences
operation. Other researchers have reported that in forward and reverse modes of operation ay
the increases in the interface traps along the result in premature failure of circuit operation.
channel are mostlv uniform for some bias As the n-channel devices are dominantly used in
conditions 121, 571. 'Me non-uniformity in memory circuits, this work concentrates on n-
such cases is caused mosthl bv variations in channel devices. To accurately predict
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operational failure mider mch conditions one Gate (G)
mulst take into considemlion the effects of Source (S) Drain (D)
mapping non-inifformity along the channel on Tmpped
device operation. 'Me previous work chum
concentrated on the physical attributes of the
damage. 'his paper addresses the effects of such
non-uniformity on the circuit operation.

IL DEVICES AND EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS -off deand

The measured devices were fabricated using
0.65um commercial CMOS radiation-tolerant
process with the gate ode thickness of 15nm.
'Me radiation eposure was carried out using e(Sub)
ARACOR X-ray machine 300 rad(Si) per
second dose rate. The devices were always kept Figure I During forward mode of operation, the
in forward mode of operation during irradiation. charges near the pinch off region w affect the
'Me forward mode of operation is when the drain saturation current.
junction is at a higher bias. During reverse mode
of operation, the source junction is at a higher Gate (G)
bias resulting in current going through the device Source (S) Drain (D)
in opposite direction Om the forward mode. The Tiapped
forward and reverse characteristics were Cliarges
measured at each dose level. Two sets of
experiments were carried out using different bias
conditions on the gale and the drain terminals
(with source and substrate terminals always
grounded). During the first set, the gate terminal Pinched-off chamel
was at 5V and the dram terminal was at OV (ON
condition). For the second set, the gate terminal
was at OV and the drain terminal was at 5V (OFF
condition). During ON condition, the electric
field near the dram junction and the source
junction il] be identical. For OFF condition, e (Sub)
theN wll be different. IDS-VE)S and IDs-Vcis ere
measured using HP4156A parametric analyzer.

M. DISCUSSIONS Fime 2 During reverse mode of operation, the same
ch�rges %xill be masked by the inversion laver.

The differences in forward and reverse mode of
operation are caused by non-uniform channel
characteristics. If the densitv of interface traps across the channel, forward and reverses modes
(or oxide traps) is higher near the dm junction of operation did not show any differences due to
as shown in Figure 1, the forward I-V radiation exposure. Similar results were
characteristics wl be different from the reverse obtained by other researchers [4,81. The
I-V characteristics. During forward mode of following discussion, therefore, focuses on the
operation, the higher damage near the drain OFF condition during iadiation. For this
junction will affect the pinch-off channel region condition, the electric field near the drain
stronger, resulting in higher variation in the junction and source junction are vastly different
saturati on current. During reverse mode of resulting in nonuniform damage along the
operation. the inversion laver will mask damaged channel.
region resulting in vry little effect on the
saturation cur-rent as shown in Figure 2 For ON
devices where the electric field is identical
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F*M- 3 hows the diffuse= in saturation OAW

for fww and reverse modes as a nflnfll.

function of radiation dosage. Mm dif6crences in OA=
r r , - am fixr post-irra"on and pe-
irradiation drain r n -- Mm igher diftences OAM

in satuiration. r n Fn' for forward mode of O-00M
opera= as cmpared to he same for reverse OZ

mode of operation, indicate a higher increase m CIAM
damage near the drainjunction. Ibis is tue until
730Krad eqxmn- Beyond which the 0i
diff6rences in pre-and post-drain currents for 0 03 I 1� 2 2�
forward and reverse modes seem to mcr=w Irchd D� (Mrad M)
equally Additionally, the sa devic wn
exposed to higher levels of mdufton, kows
slight decrease in on-uniftnity. During the Figur 3 The chanW in p and post-irradintion
first 750KTads exposure, the uild up of traps saftnadon din - uh showing different r of
(o)ade traps or interfim traps) is more close to increases as a Panction of dose.

the dram unction than the son= junction.
During this te, the electric field in the gat 0.01
oxide nea the dm junction is very igh as 0.009
compared to that n source junction. It has

0.008been observed by others that high electric field 0.007
results in higher rate of degradation 9 Our 0.006
results are consistent with their observations.
However, at higher doses, the differences in the 0.005
rate of generation of traps durimish. This is seen, O.OD4
by the equal increases in AID. An explanation 0Z

0.
given by Ma, et. AL is based on saturation Of
oxide traps near both the junctions [8]. 0.001
However, the saturation of oide traps sll does 0
not explain the continued increases at higher 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

radiation exposures. Another explanation is dim VDS(V)
the non-uniformity is mainly caused by the oxide
traps and the increases in terface traps are
assumed to be uniform across the channel. Under Figure 4 Ids-Vds characteristics as a function of dose
such a sceriario, increases in interface traps will for forward characteristics.
dominate at higher radiation exposures resulting
in diminished effects of bulk oxide traps. As the fairly constant indicating little change in
interface traps are uniform across the channel, interface trap density. The curve related to the
the rate of increases in drain currents in forward highest radiation dose during our experiment
and reverse modes of operation will equalize. As shows a change in slope. This indicates that at
can be seen in Figure 3 at hgher doses, the rate this dose level, the interface traps are
of degradation in drain current is equal for contributing significantly. This also supports our
forward and reverse modes of operation. conclusion that initially oxide traps are
Additionally, still higher doses show a decline in responsible for damage non-uniformity.
the degradation of drain currents. This can be
pnmarily caused by rebound effect. To further The effect of such variations in saturation
support this theory, additional experiments are currents between forward and reverse modes of
needed for technologies showing rebound effect. operation will be important for memory circuits.

Typically, the memory cells employ n-channel
Figure 4 shows the IDS-VDs as a function of dose access transistors to write to/from pre-charged
for forward and reverse modes of operation. he bit lines. Depending on the data stored in the
changes in the slope of drain current curve in the memory cell (a logic I or a logic 0, the n-
linear region indicates any increases in the channel access tr;msistors either operate in
interface traps. For all our curves, except at forward or reverse mode of operation. As the
higher doses, the slope Of IDS curves remains memory read/write operations are very short in
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duration and bit line capacitance is much larger [41 . Paccagnella, K Ceschia, G. Verzel]zsi G.
than the memory cell capacitance, the current F. Dalla Betta P Belhztti� P. G. Fuochi� and G.
exchanged between the memory ell and the bit Soncini� 'Forward and reverse characteristics of
line is very little. The actual drain currents in our irradiated MOSFETs", Proceedings of RADEcs
experiments differed by as much as 101/6 95, pp. 25-32, Sep. 1995.
between forward and reverse modes of operation- [51 W. Chen, . Bal-asins-ki and T.P. Ma,
Typically, the bit line voltages change less than 'Lateral Distribution of Radiation-Induced
5OmV during a read cycle. If the current from Damage in MOSFEMs," Trans. Nucl. Sci.,
memory cell to the bit line is different for vol. 38, no. 6 pp. 1124-1129, Dec. 1991.
forward and reverse modes of operation, the 16] TP. Ma, "Interface trap transformation in
change in bit line voltage ay not be enough for radiation or hot-electron damaged MOS
the sense amplifier to amplify resulting in structures," Semicon. Sci. Technol., vol. 34, pp.
operational failure. 1061-1079, Dec. 1989.

[71 . Acovic, C.H. Hsu, L.C. Hsia A.
TV. SUNUKARY Balasinsk� and T.P. Ma, Eects of Xay

irradiation on GIDL in MOSFETSs," IEEE
Previous work on this topic had concluded that Trans. Electron Dev. Lett-, vol. 13, no. 4 pp.
the effects of damage non-uniformity affects 189-191, April 1992.
only the subtlucshold and linear regions. Our [81 W. Chen, A. BaLisinsid, and T.-P. Ma,
work clearly shows that the damage non- "Lateral disrtibution of radaition-induced
uniformity also affect the saturation mode of damage in MOSIZET's", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.,
operation. The nature and magnitude of non- Vol. 38, No. 6 pp. 1124-1129, December 1991.
uniform damage depends on the applied bias [91 P. V. Dressendorfer, et. aL, The effects of
conditions and total dose received by the device. test conditions on MOS radiation-hardness
Forward mode of operation characteristics results", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Si., Vol. 28, No. 6,
change dramatically as compared to the reverse pp. 4281-4287 Dcember 1981.
mode of operation which lead us to conclude that
the damage is mainly concentrated near the drain
region. 'Me results signify that simple IDS-VDS
measurements can be used to estimate the effects
of damage non-symmetry. The damage non-
uniform1tv is mairily caused bv bulk oxide traps.
Interface traps seem to decrease the damage non-
umformity by negating the bulk oxide traps near
the drain region. Such non-unifornutv will
strongly affect the failure mode and failure
exposure levels of memory circuits, but will not
affect as strongly combinatorial logic circuits.
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